Women are simply too busy...
For your screening programmes
For self-sampling initiatives
For increasing recruitment and participation rate to clinical studies and trials

FLOQSWABS® ALLOW VAGINAL SELF-COLLECTION IN THE PRIVACY OF ONE’S OWN HOUSE

FLOQSWABS® ARE STERILE MEDICAL DEVICES

SELF-COLLECTION MAY IMPROVE SCREENING COVERAGE
Fall in coverage is most notable among women aged 25 to 49 years¹. Reasons for such decrease include: practical & organisational barriers (such as travel, logistic and childcare issues, work commitments, etc.) - emotional barriers (such as embarrassment, fear of discomfort, etc.) - cultural factors (such as being from an ethnic minority group, etc.).

SELF-COLLECTION IS WELL ACCEPTED BY WOMEN²

VAGINAL SWAB SELF-COLLECTION PERFORMS AS WELL AS CLINICIAN COLLECTED SWAB when analyzed by nucleic acid amplification test³

PATENTED FLOQSwabs® easily release biological sample
NO metal, NO scratchy brush, less plastic and voluminous packaging material but a SOFT, VELOUR FLOQSwabs® that gently collect the sample

SIMPLE AND COMFORTABLE DESIGN

PRE-PRINTED USER UNIQUE ID INFORMATION
two barcode labels are attached to the swab tube

REMOVABLE LABEL
peel-off label can be easily removed for sample tracking

AD HOC KITS MAY BE TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS

IT ALLOWS DRY TRANSPORT OF THE VAGINAL SAMPLE
EASE OF USE

Please refer to complete instructions and how-to-use guide. Following pictograms are for marketing purposes only.

Safe & easy to use thanks to the ergonomic handle and red mark to help fingers positioning

Peel-off barcode label
Ad hoc kits can be prepared according to your tailored needs and in compliance with mail shipping rules.

**EXAMPLE OF KIT CONFIGURATION:**

When transportation supplies are included in the kit, carefully follow the instructions for shipping the envelope through local mail service.

The information contained in this document is intended for healthcare professionals only.